
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fun with Alex and Corn Farming 
 

Part 1 
   

How to plant corn 
 
 

A Day with Uncle FunBuck 
 

Pilot Season 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Outing 
 
 
 
After we see Tank leave the driveway, we see Tank driving onto the highway 
heading for the country side.  We see him on the freeway leaving the city and then 
getting off onto the smaller highways and then finally turning onto country roads.  
Then we see Tank driving down a small, one lane country road and into the home of 
Jim’s sister.  (We are acting like this house is the house of Farmer Jim’s).   
 

 
 
As we pull up, we see Jim and Seth come outside and greet Buck, Grump and Alex as 
they get out.  Buck says “Alex, Grump, this is Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth.  After we 
shake hands, you hear Tank ring his bell 3 times and Buck says “Oh, Sorry Tank, Jim 
and Seth, this is Tank.   Both Seth and Jim say “Hi Tank” and Tank rings his bell 
again.  
 
 Jim says “Hey Alex, do you want to see how corn is planted?”  Alex says yes, and 
then Jim says “OK. Great.  Why don’t you just follow us out to the office and we can 
start teaching you about farming corn.”  Jim and Seth get into their white truck and 
we get into Tank and we drive off. 
 



 
  We have more scenes of us driving through the countryside and then we see the 
white truck turn off the road and go through a creek and keep driving on.  Then we 
see Tank turn off the road and as he drives slowly towards the creek, he JAMS ON 
HIS BREAKES just before he reaches the water!  We see Buck, Grump and Alex all 
lean forward inside Tank as he comes to a screeching halt.   

 
 
Buck asks Tank “whats the matter?” and Tank rings his bell.   Buck then says “Tank, 
it’s only a creek.  Think of it as a big puddle.  Yes, you are going to get your tires wet, 
and your breaks wet, and maybe your undercarriage, but it is going to be just fine.  
Going through a creek is easy.  What you need to do is this.   You pull up right to the 
waters edge and you inch into the water bit by bit, until your tire is in.  Then you 
inch in a little more, and then a little more and then a little more.  Before you know 
it, all of our tires are in the water and you are driving through a creek.”  Give it a try, 
you can do it!” 



 
 
Tank rolls forward, and little by little, he begins to get his tire in the water.  But once 
his tire gets in, he jambs into reverse and backs out.  Tank chickens out.  Buck says 
“Tank, that was awesome, what happened?”  and Buck says, “Tank, there is nothing 
to be scared of.  Would it make you feel better if I go out there and show you 
everything is ok?”  Buck opens the door, climbs out of the front seat, reaches down 
and takes off his shoes and socks, rolls up his pant legs and then he begins to wade 
out into the creek.  Once Buck gets to the middle, he turns around and says “Tank. 
See?  Everything is fine.  If I can do it, you can do it.  Its just like driving in the rain, 
except you get a little squishy mud in between your tire treads!”  

 
 Next thing you know, you see Tank pull into the water ever so slowly, and he drives 
out and follows Buck across the creek.  Once up on the other bank of the Creek, Buck 
says “Tank, that was great!  You did it!  Give me some Door!”  And Tanks door opens 
and Buck gives him a 5.  



 
 As Buck is putting his shoes on, Jim and Seth come back and say “we thought we lost 
you”.  “Sorry”  Buck says, “just never drove through a creek is all.”  On we go to the 
office. 

 
 
Then we film the white Truck and Tank pulling into the office.  We all get out of our 
cars and Jim and Seth welcome us to their office, and they explain this is where we 
run the corn farm.   Jim says “Inside this building, we have all of our offices with 
desks and computers that help us manage the corn farming.”  Seth says “Over here 
we have a gigantic garage that we use to repair all of the farm equipment you are 
going to learn about.”  Jim says “Over here we have our grain silo’s.  After the corn is 
harvested in the fall, we keep the corn here until we take it to market.”  Then Seth 
says “and back in the back we have some other large garages where we keep all of 
our tractors, combine, sprayer and all sorts of other farm equipment.” 



 
  Jim then turns to Alex and Buck and says “How would you like to see how we plant 
corn?”  We say yes “ and Jim says “lets go over to the garage where we have the 
seeder all set up and we can show you the farm implement that farmers use to put 
corn seed in the ground.” 
 
We go into the garage and the seeder is where it was when I met farmer Jim. Before 
Jim and Seth tell us all about the seeder, Seth brings over a bag of corn seed, opens 
it, and lets Buck and Alex grab some corn seed.  

 
 Seth will tell a little about the corn seed they are planting, that there are a lot of 
types of corn, and will mention what type of corn they are panting.  Then Jim says, 
“the first thing we do is fill up the seeder with that corn.  Do you see those two huge 
yellow bins at the top?  They are what holds all the corn.”  Jim will continue “then at 
the bottom of the yellow bins are tubes, and those tubes carry the corn seed to each 
of the 16 row heads.  
 
Then we walk over and look at a row head.  Jim lets Seth talk about what makes up a 
row head.  Seth shows us each part of a row head.  We start with the ??????? wheel, 
which cuts into the dirt about 2 inches down. 



 
  Then we have the spreaders, which take the dirt that the blade wheel has cut, and it 
opens up the dirt to create a trench.  Then we have the seed tube, and the seed tube 
drops a seed in the trench.  We have this seeder set up so it will drop 1 seed every 7 
inches.  Then, right here is the white plastic finger.  This rides along in the trench 
and it pushes the seed deep into the dirt so the seed gets good and planted.  Then we 
have these two wheels and we call them the ??????? and they are used to push the 
dirt back over the trench and cover the seeds with dirt.  And that is how a seeder 
works. 

 
 
Then Jim asks, “Alex, Buck , would you  like to take the seeder out into the field and 
plant some corn with us?”  “Sure “ we say.  Then Jim says “ok, great. Hey Alex, do you 
know what a farmer uses to pull a seeder out in the fields?  And Alex says “a 
tractor?” and Jims say “yes”.   Jim says “hey Seth, have you seen where John is?”  And 
Seth says, “I think he is in the Barn.  I’ll whistle for him”  So Seth walks out to the end 
of the garage and whistles, and the next scene will be from outside the barn and we 
hear a big diesel engine start up and then the John Deere tractor pulls out of the 
barn and it drives all the way up past the silos and right up next to Tank at the big 
garage door opening where we are all standing.  Then John shuts down.   



 
 
Seth turns and says “Alex, Buck, this is John”.  “Hi John” we both say, and then Tank 
rolls over to say hi “Beep, Beep, ba Beep Beep”  just like in the fire truck episode.  We 
all laugh! 



 
 
Then Jim and Seth say “Now we are going to hook up John to the seeder” and we 
watch Jim get into John and move him around and then we film Seth making all the 
hook ups and hydraulic connections, and once connected, Seth walks over and 
explains to us “watch closely, this is pretty cool.  This is where Farmer Jim will fold 
up the seeder and get it ready to drive on the road.”  Then we film Farmer Jims hand 
pressing a button, then we film the seeder folding up in the garage.   



 
 
 
Once it is all folded up, Farmer Jim pulls out of the garage, steps down out of John 
and asks “Hey Buck and Alex, would you like to come with me and plant some corn?”  
With big smiles on our faces we say “yes!” and Farmer Jim says “follow me “ and we 
climb into John right behind Farmer Jim and we film Farmer Jim, Buck and Alex 
heading out of the office parking lot and down out of sight. 
 

 
 
We will use clips of Farmer Jim driving John down the road 



 
 
 and then we will use a lot of the clips  that we shot previously showing how the 
seeder is filled with seed and liquid fertilizer.  Then we can use the clips that we 
have already filmed showing the seeder lower and start planting.  We can use the 
clips that we already filmed and we can use mic voice overs along with some footage 
of us in the cab and we can show the seeder seeding.  As the seeder is seeding, we 
can have Farmer Jim on a voice over say “Remember when we showed you the 
??????wheel, well right here you can see how they cut the dirt two inches deep and 
get the dirt ready for the spreaders.  After a little video from multiple angles of the 
????? wheel cutting the dirt,  the voice over will continue, “right behind the 
??????wheel, you can see the spreaders spreading the dirt to make a trench that is 2 
inches deep.  The black wheels you see on the outside of the spreader blades are 
there to allow us to control how deep of a trench we need.  This seeder is also used 
for planting soy beans, and we only need a 1 inch deep trench for soy beans.  So we 
can adjust those black wheels and make the trench more deep or less deep.  In 
between the spreader blades is the seed tube where the seed comes down and is 
dropped into the trench.  Here you can see the ?????white plastic finger and it rides 
inside the trench to push the corn seed deep into the trench so the seed is firmly 
inserted into the dirt.  Here we see the ???????wheels in action.  Can you see how 
they are tilted?  The tilt provides a better angle for the wheels to push the dirt back 
over the trench so the corn seed is good and covered. 
 
This part is written fast, but we will be using a lot of clips to show the seeder in 
action.   This is a good time to work in the clips of the screen where we can show the 
kids how the computer screen keeps track of the corn that you are planting. 



This part will be the bulk of the show. 
 

 
 
I’m not sure how we are going to end this part of the first show.  I was thinking it 
could end by Farmer Jim just stopping the tractor by where Farmer Seth is parked 
and we can say a quick good bye, see you next time, and Seth could drive us back to 
the office.  Or, Farmer Jim could stop the tractor, get out with us and we could talk 
for a bit about farming and then I could whistle, and we could film Tank starting up 
with Grump still asleep in back, and Tank driving out to pick us up in the middle of 
the farm and then Grump waking up when Tank arrives.  I think that would be more 
funny!  

  
 
I’m not sure how we will close this first episode yet, any input you may have would 
be great! 
 
When we leave the farm, we will see Tank drive through the creek almost as slow as 
we saw him drive through on the way there.  The show will end when we return 
home, Alex meets her mom and I sign off the show. 
 
 
 



 
 
 


